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This paper studies movements in the ratio of free liquid reserves of West German commercial 
banks to total deposits over the period 1960-1980. The desired ratio is assumed lo depend 
positivdy on the ‘own yield’, measured by recently experienced variance of the required-reserve 
ratio (ir proxy for portfolio adjustment costs avoided by holding free reserves), and negatively on 
the yield on alternative assets. The observed free reserve ratio also responds to changes in the 
Bundesbank’s hokiiigs of foreign exchange and net government deposits. Empirical tests on 
quarttiy data support tbe hypothesis though behavioral shifts occurred in 1966 and 1973. 

In examining the money sipply process and the functioning of monetary 
policy in the Federal Republic of Germany in the last twenty years, the free 
liquid reserves of commercial banks are of central importance. Factors 
leading banks to adjust their desired level of free reserves relative to deposits, 
as well as those inflwnces causing the actual free merve ratio to deviate 
from its de&cd level, result ceterris paribus in money stock changes. 
Furthermore, the Bundesbank has r!garded the commercial banks’ reserve 
position as a proximate target for monetary policy during much of the 
period studied. 

r9 we investigale the causes of movements in the free liquid 
of West German commercial banks during 1960-1980. Our 

work builds on the recent study by Richter, McMahan and Regier (1978), 
but differs most importantly in that we successfully introduce a novel 
hehavia:.al variable -- a moving variance -_ to measure banks’ anticipa:ions 

*l!&,t& Sd’.the ST& 8tl this paper was done when the latter author was Richard Merttrn 
V Uti.versity d the Saarland in 1979, We arc indebted to the Deutsche 
E for liriantiial~ supart and to the Deutsche Butidesbank for data and 
ad&%.: Nor&t &hem gave us valuable assistance in data gathering, processing and 
oam.pwtaf&..-@‘or ‘aammtMs XUK! suggestions we wish particularly IO thank Dietrlch Liideke, 
Patrick McMahon, and Titans Schnceweiss. 
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concerning movements in ihe average required reserve ratio and hence the 
benefit:; of maintainin& a given free reserve position. This innovation enables 
US to llse a single behavioral hypoihesis to explain movements in the free 
reserve rati’o over the whole period 1960-1980. In contrast, Richter et al. 
Izmplojed two somewhat different specifications for the subperiods 1960-1966 
and 19664972, and they ‘did not investigate behavior in the post-Bretton 
‘Woods years 1973-1980 at all, we find, as they did, that some structural 
change: occurred drtring the period studied. 

2. Imti tutiotml background 

Free: liquid reserves initiiylly were defined by the Deutsche Bundesbanlc to 
consist of commercial bank excess reserves, plus certain assets which the 
banks could convert into ci:ntral bank reserve deposits at their initiative but 
on terms set by the Bundesbank (specifically, domestic and foreign-currency- 
denominated money market paper), plus the unused part of the rediscf>unt 
quota set by the Bundesbank for the commercial banks, less borrowing fro,n 
the Bnndesbank with securities as collateral (‘lombarding’).’ Following the 
collapse of the fixed-exchange-rate system in 1973, bank holdings of foreign 
money market instruments were dropped from the definition since the 
Bundesbank no longer was obliged to buy them, when offered, to defend the 
exchange rate. In 1973, furthermore, the Bundesbank shifted its focus from 
net free reserves as defined above to a gross concept in which lombarding 
was disregarded, and it began to report monthly average rather than end-of- 
month free reserves data. In this study, we have followed the Bundesbank in 
omitting bank foreign money market claims beginning in 1973; but we have 
chos,en to net out lombarding over the whole period for reasons discussed in 
footnote 9 below, and we also bade used end-of-month data throughcrjt to 
preserve comparatibility.2 

Over the period studied, the Bundesbank has attempted to influence the 
quantity and terms of bank credit by using its instruments of control to 
affect the level of free reserves. These irt*:truments have included rediscount 
quotas and rates; the quantity of money market paper available and the 
terms on which it could be bought and sold; and, most importantl;,, the 

‘For a detailed definition of the specific securities included in etch of these categories, see 
instpuments oj Monetary Policy in the Federal Republic of Germany, Beutschc Bundesbank, 1971. 
p. 10. 

2’Neuabgrenzung dar ‘freien Liquiditiitsreserven der Banken’, Monarsberishte der D~:~tsch 
Bundesbank, Juni 1973, pp. 47-48. See also Die wiihnrngspolitischen inrtirutionen und in%umente 
in hr Bundesrepublik Deutschhd, Deutsche :Bund&bank,! M&z 9980, p. 27. Complete 
definitions of free liquid seserves in the two periods are contained in the appendix to this paper. 
No& that in our calculation of net free reserves for 1973-1980 we have also deducted the 
nesly-included category ‘trade bills bought under repurchase agreements on the open mmket’ as 
wefi as !ombard loans because we consider this to be in effect another kind of borrowed reserve. 
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schedufe of reserve requirements for bank deposits.3 Changes in this schedule 
affect free liquid reserves directly by altering the amounts of excess and 
required reserves held by the banks, However, there are potential points oi 

slippage in the Bundesbank’s ability to con?rol free reserves closely. During 
the fixed-exchange-rate period, for example, free reserves increased when the 
Bundesbank was obIiged to purchase dollars to defend the fixed doliar/DM 
rate; and while it tried to use other means to offset this expansion, such as 
reserve requirement changes, those measures usually were not very 
s~ccess~~l.~ Even though this obfigation no longer exists, the Bundesbank’s 
foreign exchange operations may still affect free reserves. Changes in deposits 
of subsidiary governmental units at the Bundesbank will also affect bank 
liquidity if offsetting action is not taken. As wilI be seen, we have included 
these considerations in our work. Finaily, it has been the Bundesbank’s 
practice to provide short-run accommodation in response to shifts in the 
banks’ demand for base money, via, e.g., increasing the amount of advances 
on securities (lombarc! loans) outstanding. However, such accommodation 
reduces the level of net free reselrves, the measure used consistently in OUJ- 
st;ldyV5 and there will likely ensue corrective adjustments in bank portfolios 
such that there may not result very much long-run slippage? 

“The Bundesbank’s most important instrument for influencing the liquidity of the banks is the 
I cinimum reserve requirement.’ ‘Notes on the Bundesbank’s Liquidity Analysis’, Monthly Rcporr 
qfthc Deursche Bunde~hc A. July 1970, p. 29. 

‘Cf. Instruments 9’ Monerary Policy.. ., 1971, pp. 29-30. As mentioned In footnote 19 below. 
there is almost no correlation between change in the B-Andesbank’s holdings of foreign 
exchange and the reserve ratio of the commercial banks over the period studied. 

‘In netting borrowings against gross free reserves, we are following the procedure used in 
several other studies. Sac, e.g., Meigs (1962, p. 3). and for an historical overview, see Cagan 
(1969, pp. 267fQ Cf. footaote 9 below for a further discussion of net vs. gross free reserves. 

‘Before 1970, lombarding w&g of relatively minor importance, but thereafter its usc grew 
rapidly, and various measurcx: were initiated by the Bundesbank as a consequence. In the 
autunia of 1970, it introduced a ‘lombard rrrrgin’ equai to 20 percent of a bank’s rediscount 
quota. Qn May 30, 1973, the Bunde&ank ceased providing lombard loans altogether, as part of 
its effort to reduce fr(3e reservcg substantially and to shift the focus of monetary policy from free 
reserves to the direct control of the creation of central bank money (cf. Report of the Deutsche 
Bundssbankfir the $‘ear 1973, p. 3). But late in 1973 it began providing ‘special lombard credits’ 
and 8s of July 23, 1974 it began granting ordinary lombard credits without restriction. In 
rerponse, eommarcilrl bank usage of this facility grew very rapidly. and from September 1979 to 
Februatry 1980 the Bundabank reintroduced a ‘lombard margin’ equal to I5 percent of a bank’s 

iscaunt quota. As of February 19, 19111, the Bundesbank again stopped making ordinary 
lambard credit available but made provision for special lombard credits. Through all of these 
changes, it has held that Iombard loans are not a permanent source of bank funds but rather are 
simply a mean8 for bridging temporary liquidity shortages and has stated, ‘The banks h& ‘e no 
general claim to tinandng by the Bundesbank. . . Whether an advance on securities [i.e., a 
lombaad loan] is granted depends on th. general credit situation and the situation of the 
individual borrower. In principle the Bundesbank grants an advance on securities only when it 
is required to bridge temporary liquidity difficulties, and when the Bank has no objections to the 
purmes to which the ad*~~_nce is to be appli:d’. Instruments of Monetary Policy.. ., 1971, pp. 29 
and 33. 
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3. The free liquidity ratio: A behavioral hypothesis 

Let IIS bEgin by defining the free liquidity ratio R= FH/DTST;‘, where FH is 
total commercial bank net free liquid reserves as defined earlier qnd DTSF is 
the sum of demand, saving, time, and foreign deposits held by the 
commerc,ial banking system, In our work, DTSF is, used as the scaling 
variable instead of total bank assets because of the unavailability o,t a 
consistent data series for the latter variable over the time period covered by 
this study.’ To explain movements in this ratio, we follow the standard 
wealth.-allocation paradigm: the desired free reserve ratio A* should depend 
positively on the ‘own yield’ on free reserves and inversely on the yields on 
alternative portfolio components (bonds, business loans). The main 
inncvation of the present study is the approach taken to the definition and 
measurement of these yields, particularly the ‘own yield’ on free reserves 
which we will discuss next. 

3.1 The ‘own yield’ on free reserves 

‘While some of the components of the free reserves definition pay explicit 
yields, it is our conjecture that the relatively low market rates of return 
characteristic of these assets do not provide adequate incentives for the 
banks to maintain their observed free reserve positions.* If banks faced no 
uncertainty concerning the near-term fut Jre, particularly as regards the 
required reserve ratio, they would probably hold very, modest amounts of 
gross free reserves relative to deposits and possibly would be willing to 
borrow very heavily (if they were allowed to do so) so that their net free 
reserves might typically be well below zero. 

However, unexpected changes. in the required reserve ratio - the 
Bundesbank’s most actively used policy instrument 2 or in other factors 
influencing free reserves can impose heavy adjustment costs on vulnerable 
banks in the form of forced changes in .noans and in holdings of bonds and 
other assets; and under this kind of uncertainty, together with some 
reluctance and/or inability to extend their borrowing indefinitely, banks may 
well find it rational to increase their free reserve holdings over the position 
they would maintain under certainty.Q Furthermore, the greater the amount 

‘As 3f April 1969, balance sheet data for building associations and some other financial 
institutions were added to the fhrancial statistics, creating a discrepancy in the data on total 
bank assets. 

‘Some str.41~~ 01 C~CWIIWI-W~ hh behavior in the Fedqral Republic have used various short- 
term interest rates to m,easure the ‘own vi&i of free rest#eq. In Richter ,et al. (1978) the ,three- 
month loan- rate is employed; while iri:&n& et al, (1$$7) the”Bm@asbat& selling rate for open 
rnarke,t papers is a determinant! of commercial~bank holdirigs of these +X+KC ‘, ._ 

‘Notice that there is no inconsistency between our basic conmpt- of,.fnse reserves as a b&et 
against unexpected reserve rquirerneat changes and other shocks and our use of net free 
:eservzs - which may be negative w!izn borrowings are large -- rather than gross free reserves 
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of uncertainty, the more highly banks will tend to value a given free reserve 
position, and the more free reserves are likely to be held relative to other 
assets. Therefore we define the ‘own yield’ for a given free reserve position as 

the banking system’s subjective expectation, over the planning horizon, of the 
revenue loss which cat be avoided by maintaining that position.‘O 

This expectation cannot be observed directly, so an important question for 
onr empirical work is IIQW to quantify it adequately. The effective reserve 
ratio changes on account of both policy initiatives of the Bundesbank (which 
made 54 changes during 1960-1980)1 ’ and shifts of deposits among 
categories subject to dif%ering reserve requirements. Its movements from 1960 
to 1980 are shown in fig. 1. In such an environment, it is intuitively 
appealing as well as consistent with other recent work to suppose that banks 
refer to their recent past experience in forming expectations of this kind-l27 ’ 3 

as :he focus of our study. Indeed. the possibility of borrowing, if it exists, is one of the safeety 
valves available to banks. However, as indicated in. footnote b above, there are definite lrlnits on 
the amount of borrowing which the Bundesbank will permit (and sometimes this limit ma:/ 
theoretically be Tero), ani it is probably also the case that the banks become increasingly 
reluctant to borrow, the I.lrger are their existing borrowings. Therefore we argue that net free 
reserves are a more unambiguous measure of the bar,ks’ liquidity position than gross free 
reserves, because a given amount of the latter could correspond to any number of net free 
reserve positions for dilTe-ent levels of borrowing. In particular. we hold that there is nothing 
uniquely meaningful aboJt a zero level of gross free reserves, as the Bundesbank seems to 
believe. 

‘“hate that, in a world of uncertaint]. banks would probabl, find it advantageous to increase 
their net free reserve holdings as compared to the certainty case even if a given reserve ratio 
now 1s viewed as the mean of a symmetric subjective probability distribution c \er possible 
future reserve ratios. In other words, they now find it to their advantage to hold more net free 
reserves relative to deposits even IP reductions in the existing ratio are thought to be just as 
likely as increases. This only requires that the adjustment costs imposed by increaser: in the ratio 
are greater than those imposed by decreases, as sct:ms very likeI!. 

“For d&Is, see ‘Verzeichnis der in der Zei! vom Januar I!%0 bis Dezmber ‘979 in den 
‘Monatsberlchten der Deutschen Bundesbank’ erszhienenen SonderaufGitze unil Kommentare zu 
Kreditpolitischen MaOnahmen’, pp. 9lT in Monats~krichtc dcr Ikwtschen Bundesbank, December 
I980 (supplement). 

‘lAltcrnatively, the modeling of commercial bank expectations might be approached from a 
rational expectations perspective. To work along these lines wollld require reference lo some 
kind of structural macromodel, inr1udrr.g a model of Bund[:sbank behavior. We have not 
developed such, models, and our work is solrlewhat more ian the spirit of the adaptive 
cxpcctsrions approach (in fact, it is l’orma;ly equiv:de;lt to the polar version of that procedure, IX 
which the weight on the most recent historical obscrvution i% u&g). Friedman (1979) has argued 
that adaptive expectations muy be a good approjtimation tc optlmal least squilres fnrecasting, 
whit i in turn is interpreted as being consistent at ieast wi:h tts:: spi, it of ratio.lal expectations. It 
IS in*zresting to note, incidentally, that it the rational expcctnti.>ns hypothesis tiere used rn the 
preslnt context, a ‘strong’ or ‘semi-strong’ version of it, in the sense discussed. e.g., bv Shiller 
(107% p. 4), I’ischer (19X0, p. 212, fn. 2). and others, would ba\e to te appl,ied. In thi; version. 
behavior depends on higher moments of the subjective probahiliity dis’.ribution he!d by economic 
units than merely the mean (in the present paper, commercial banks’ behavior depends on their 
pe**ccption of the variance of the reserve r* :%). 

13A similar procedure for representing near+rrn uncertainty has been used recently by other 
at,thors, e.g.. by Modigliani and Shiller (1973) in their study of the term strucfur,: of Interest 
n,tes. Their ?pprraach o *: g&ted in the bjt)rk of Richard Sutch, as evidenczrl by th: folllowinp 
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Consequently, we have chosen to represent such expectations for the near- 
term future by the variance in the average reserve ratio actually experienced 
over recent months.“4 We shall denote this variable R: the hypothesis is that 
the greater is the recently experienced variance irk the average reserve ratio, 
the more variance (or peUe.r uncertairtty) will be a.nticipated for the near 
future. Ancl the ater the uncertainty about the future, the more free 
r~serv&s will bg h relative to deposits, Since, for a given deposit level, free 
reserves are valued more highly the greater the degree of uncertainty 
concerning the future, the variable R can be viewed as a proxy for the 
subjective ‘own yield’ on free reserves.’ s 

dr paper: ‘In @is unpublished Ph.D. dissertation at the Massachusetts Institute 
‘E~&X& Risk and the Term Structure of Interest Rates’, 19681, Surch 

at if ioagt-tenm bonds command a positive premium, as they seem to do, then 
this pre;mium might he ex ed to rise if thete is greater uncertainty about the future course of 
interest fates - i.e robability that the actual pa!h might deviate frcm the exp.xctecl 
path, described by tior?al model. He further suggesled thnt a reasonable measure of 
untxttainty mi&t be pkkd by the va&bility of the short-term rate im the immediately 
pweciing period. He found that this variable had the expected positive sign and contributed 
moderately to explaining the movements of the long rate.. Following his lead we have, 
therefore, added to the explanatory variables an eightquarters moving standard deviation of the 
commercial paper rate. . . . [R]esults obtained by modifications of rhe bss~c specifications 

confirm the importance of this variable and yield rather stable esbirnates of its 
The Sutch hypothesis and approximation receive, therefore, empirical support . ..‘. 

ni and Shiller (t973), pp. 23-243.3 
‘*We shall argue below that, shocks arising fro! 1 3ther sources (eig., from changes in the 

Bundesbank”s holdings of foreign exchange, or from changes in net government deposits) do not 
alkd the desired free reserve ratio d* but result in changes only in the actual ratio i, (see the 
discussion in section 3.3). For a ptise definition of the manner in which the expectational 
variable R was constructed, see the notes on variable definitions and data sources in the 
appndix. In specifying R in this way, we are aware that a bank’s anticipations regarding future 
movements in the average reserve ratio presumaAy entail judgments as to both the amplitude 
and f!requency of such moveznents, We have not attempted to measure the frequency of changes 
in R directly. The variable R measure only the amplitlrde of changes in r but may also embotiy 
Frequency consideratio na indirectly lo the extent that there exists a systematic relationship 
se!ween the amplitude of reserve requirement changes and their frequency. We have 
ex~mented with various time spans in the calculatien of R, but we .:Ound that the results are 
not very sensitive 19 this considerarioa, *t least within several months of the spn actualiy used 

re are, a!temativc ways of dl:picting disqersioli, such as 
of vonratton. we have d.cscn the variance over the 
rstical results are slightly bzlter in most cases; howwer, 

ualitative results emerge. We have also carried out 
cnt al’ variation. This >iariabiz ucturdliy gives slight13 

Ilui+ever, ii seems te”l us that the logic of bank 
sf dispersion rather than one scaled by the mean. 

ly al*e fulfilling a buffer-stock function as we 
of the reserve requirement is of no conlsequence in 

mount of free reserves to hold. What dues smatter is holding 
&equate protection against reserve requirement changes. 
te for baRt_ &rrowi~lgs (e.g thtr lombard rate) as an argument in 

e punds thal the higher the free reseive ratio, the less likely will 
tbe higher is tite borrowing rade, the more such 
blic, challges in the fi+rrowing rate are reflected in 

change.; in the rate on bavlk loans and so we have disjcgarded it in this study. ‘Cf. Cagan (196% 
pp. 252-262). 
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In art uncertain world, with high potential costs of adjustment to reservc:- 
requirement changes and other shocks and with free reserves functioning 
primarily as a buffer, we would not necessarily expect the free reserve ratio 
to respond sensitively to day-to-day variations in some representative shott- 
term money market interest rate, although this of course rr;mains an 
empirical question which we have tried to address. The problem of 
measuring the effect of changes in a short-term rate z on the free rcser ire 
ratio 1 is complicated by the fact that some of the assets which comprise free 
reserves themselves pay a yield which may affect ;2 positively but which may 
be correlated with z. Another complicating factor is that causality runs 
strongly from A to z as a result of changes in deposits shifting the banks’ 
demand for free reserves for a given supply. I6 As a practical matter, we have 
not been able empirically *co separate clearly the causal effects of changes in z 
on ;i from the feedback effects of changes in A on z. To the extent that Iwe 
included z in our preliminary I ugressions, we found that it generally did nor 
perform well. l 7 

leThis process is shown &arly in the figure, in which the supply of free reserves is assumed to 
be lixed at I%,, while the demand is assumed to rise due to an increase in total deposits from 
DTSF1 to DTSF2. When deposits increase for a given amount of free reserves the free reserve 
ratio A declines, so the consequence of the deposit shift will be an observed :: verse movement 
between 1 and .r However, this reflects causality running from 1 to z, whereas our hypothesis is 
concerned with the .;artial effects of changes in z on the demand for free reserves gioan total 
deposits (that is, with the slope of the demand curve in the figure). 

1 
reserves 

“Some work has recently been done on the causal relationships among the free reserve nrrio, 
the effective reserve requirement, and the short- and long-term interest rates in the F&era1 
Repubhc over the two subperiods 1960-1972 and 1973-1978 (timespans which closely match 
those treated in the present paper) using modern time series methodoloyy. Applying Pierce- 
Haugh and. Granger causality tests, Baillie, h?cMahon and Regier (1980) found evidence of 
inverse two-way causal&y between 1 and z in 196%1972, while for 1973-1978 they fcportLY a 
significant negative correhttion between the two variables ,at lag zero as well as ~&dents that 
past A caused z. There is also some evidence presented in this paper indicating causality irom a 
to the :ong-term interest rate i. However, in a subsequent paper by Baillie and MeMahon (l%l), 
this Iattcr evidence is shown to be suspect, and it is concluded that ‘. , . There is no evidence of 
direct causation from 1, to i’. The evidence on causality between R and z is consistent 4th ‘he 
discussion tn the text and in footnote 16 above, 
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However, we do not expect the banking system’s free reserve position to be 
entirely insensitive tr, opportunity costs. It would appear to US that a long- 
term interest rate is a more logical measure of these costs than it; a moncly 
market Lute. If the prime function of free reserves is to act as a buff;er, 
shielding banks from the necessity of making unnecessarily frequent and 
costly adjustments in the longer-term part of their portfolios, then it is 
reasonable to expect the relevant opportunity-cost variable to be a meal;;urc 
of the yield on longer-term assets in general. -4 buffer stock may be seen as a 
particular type of capital investment. Furthcrm3re, a long-term rate has the, 
additional valuable property of embodying current and expected short-term 
rates, to the extent that the expzctatioals hypothesis of the term structure of 
interest rates holds. This is particularly pleasing ire the context of an 
approach like ours, in which the main emp&asis is precisely on expectations. 
In our empirical wark we have used the long-term bond rate i as a general 
measure of the c?pportunity cost of holding free reserves. We have not 
introduced tilt; valiance of the long-term rate as a determinant of 1” because 
changes in it ao r f,t put the banks in the position of Iraving to readjust their 
portfolios. 

In summary, t?len, we expect the banking system’s desired net free liquid 
reserve ratio, A*, to depend positively o:n ihe ‘own-yielld’ variable R, reflectmg 
the buffer-stcick function of these reserves; and negatively on the long-term 
interest rate, I, summarizing banks’ responses to changing opportunity costs: 

1* = F(R, i), F, >o, F,<Q. (1) 

However, we cannot observe A*. The actual free reserle ratio, A, embodies 
the above considerations but also is af%cted by (1) the current level of the 
average reserve ratio rr and (2) other disturbances whose effects the 
Bundesbank and/or the banks themselves may not be able or willing to offset 
fully, We next consider the treatment of these disturbances. 

The relationship between the observed free reserve ratio and the I’evell of 
reserve ratio follows directly from our view of ifree 

reserves as a buffer stock shielding the banks from unexpected distut,bances. 
Given the current values of R and i, the observed free reserve ratio A will 
tend to move inversely with the average required reserve ratio r. Of course, 
since at least the poiir&duced changes in r may be viewed by the banks as 
being ‘permanent*, they may respond to some extent to current-period 
changes in r; that is, we would expect the regression coefliciera: for F to be 
negative but perhap:: smaller than unity, which would intiicate partial 
buffering in this dimension. 
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As regards other significant influences, we have included in our regressions 
two w&t&s whic:h are likely to afiect the observed free reserve ratio: 
changes in the foreign exchange position of th.e Bundesbank relative to the 
level of commercial bank deposits, fx; and changes in net government 
deposits at the Bundesbank relative to the commercial bank deposit level, 
g? 

Because of its balance-sheet identity, changes in the Bundesbank’s foreign 
exchange position or changes in net government deposits at the Bundesbank 
will aflrect free reserves on a one-for-one basis unless offsetting action is taken 
(increases in Bundesbank foreign exchange holdings will cause free reserves to 
rise by the same amount, while increases in government deposits will cause 
them to fall, ceteris paribus) or unless commercial banks immediately convert 
such shocks into changes in other portfolio components.1g 

As we have already emphasized, such rapid adjustments are likely to be 
very costly for banks, and it is precisely to minimize such costs that the 
banks hold free reserves under our hypothesis. Consequently, we have 
modeled these influences in such a way that they affect the banks’ observed 
free reserve position immediately and directly (that is, they are absorbed into 
the free reserves buffer), subject only to possible intervening action by the 
Bundesbank. That is, if there were no intervention at all, we would expect 
regression coefficients of + 1 and - 1, respectively, for the variables fx and g 
in a regression expl;r&ring movements in rZ. If the Bundesbank has been 
successful in offsetting exactly the effects of these variables, then (given our 
assumptions) their regression coefficients should be zero, showing that in 
those circumstances, they have no systematic effect on free reserves. 
Coeficients between zero and one in absolute value would suggest partial 
offsetting if their signs are consistent with prior expectations, while 
coefficients opposite in sign to ,t!re expectations mentioned above would 
suggest overcompensation by the Bundesbank.lO 

It will be noted that movements in the shock variables fx and g do not 
change the desired free reserve ratio A* in our model, but rather cause the 
actual value to deviate from the desired level. If these shocks are absorbed in 

‘*The Bundesbank also considers these two variables (it refers to them as ‘market factors’) to 
be of great importance for the explanation of the fluctuations in the actual values of *2; cf., c.g., 
‘Erhiuterungen zur Liquidithsanalyse der Bundcubank’, Mon,nutshericAta der ihutsmn 
Bundesbank, Juli 1970, p. 35. 

“Changes in the required reserve ratio r have been considered to be a significant means by 
which the effects of capital inflows on bank reserves have been neutralized [cfBl e.g., Porter 
(19721-J. Yet the simple coefficients of determinatjon, using ,monthly data, R2(r,, fx,,,), R’(F,,~, -J, 
j=O, 1,2 are generally insignificant. The only exception is the period January 19~June 1966, 
for which we found R?‘r,,fx,_,)=O.l, r.“(r,,fx,_i)=O 13, values which are rather low but 
significant. Using quarterly data, we found significant and slightly larger eoeflicients of 
determination for this period: the values wierc R2(r,fx)== 0.27, and R2(r,g) =0.19, 

“Another logical possibility would be coefficients of the expected sign but larger than unity in 
absolute lqalue. Such a linding would suggest that Bundesbank action regularly tended to 
exacerbate the shock rather than o&et it, and we view such a finding as unlikely. 
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free reserves in the same manner as changes in the required reserve :-atio, one 
might expect that variance terms similar to the required reser-vc ratio 
variance R should play a role in determing ;C *. We have not constrIcted our 
model in this way for the fol’lowing reasons: First, changes in the required 
reserve ratio, especially those arising from policy intiatives, are much more 
visible to the banks and, in a sense, are felt more widely and immediately 
than movements in f~ or g. A sharp increase in the reserve requirement, foi 
instance, will immediately hit all banks and force immediate adjwtment by 
all those without an adequate free reserves cushion. Second, the processes 
genemting changes in JY and g over time are quite different from the process 
generating r (and also quite different from each other), as can be seen by 

2 and 3 with fig. 1. In particular, within the subperiods we 
ur regression analysis, the fx series is a random process with 

a variance which does not vary a great deal within each of these 
subperiods. a’ If $c is a stationary random process with roughly co;lstant 
variance, it should not play a role in the determination of I* parallel to that 
played by R (beyond appearing implicitly in the intercept of the I;.* function). 

The variable g also exhibits approximately constant variance over the 
sample subperiods, so there again is no basis for calculating a variance 
variable for use as a determinant of A*. In contrast to Jc, however, g follows 
a very predictable pattern dominated by seasonal movements reflecting flows 
of government expenditures and tax receipts. In principle, the banks ought to 
be able to anticipate rather closely the effects on the system’s free reserve 
position of movements in g. Whethcr or not they react systematically by 
adjusting other parts of their portiolios will depend on a cost-benefit 
calculation. We have argued above that the costs of adjustment are liksly to 
be high, and we view the banks as most likely absorbing movemtnis of g as 
well as .fx in their free reserves buffer. 

To summarize, we treat desired free reserves as determined by the”own 
yield’ R (proxied by a variable representing the expected vari:lnce in the 
required reserve ratio) and an opportunity cost variable il the long-term 

rate. The actual free reserve ratio differs from the desireid level due to 
in the required reserve ratio T and to other shocks, here comprllscd 

n exchange holdings of and in net government 
k (j)e and R, respectively). We assum? that banks 

to changes in R and i within the space of one quarter, SO that tlicre 
no dynamic stock-adjustment process going on. Current changes in fi 

and g evoke no behavioral response but arc absorbed in frze reserves. 
Whatever action is taken by the Rndesbank in response to the shocks is 
assumed to be done within the space of one quarter also. The compiete 

“We have tested for randomness with a ‘run?’ test which produc 1 a finding of randomness 
for I\ in e;zch of the three subperiods 1960-1964. 19661972, and 1973-1980 at the 5 percent 
confidence level. For a description of this test, see any textbook on non-parametric statistics. 
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hypotheds may be su’, lmarized as follows: 

where jr > 0, ji ~0, j3 <O, and the signs of the coeffcients of jx and g 
cannot be deduced a priori.22 

4. Empirical results 

We have fitted eq. (2) to the relevant quarterly data for the period 196U- 
1980.23 Due to a number of international and domestic structural changes 
which occurred in the first part of 1973, separate regressions were done for 
the period 1960-1972 and for the period since 1973, These changes include 
the collapse of the fixed-exchange-rate system (with the tJ.S.$/DM rate 
aillowed to float as of March 19, 1973); considerab!e turbulence in financial 
markets dluring the first few months of the year; the introduction in June qf a 
new definition of free liquid reserves by the Bundesbank, as mentioned 
earlier; and abrupt changes during these months in the Ru.ndesbank’s policy 
stance (see fn. 6 above for a brief discussion). This WB:: a period of great 
uncertainty and of rapid acclimatization by the banks to radically changed 
circumstances.“4 We decided to omit the data for January-June 1973 from 
our tests on the grounds that they do not provide useful evidence for or 
against our hypothesis, given these considerations. Thus we treat 1973.111- 
198O.N as a separate subperiod. In addition, in our regressions on the data 
over 1960-1972, application of the Chow test for stability of the structure 
generating the data indicated that a structural change had occurred after the 

“Other authors have discussed the role of buffer stocks as a means of reducing uncertainty 
and avoiding high adjustment costs, and in the banking literature there has Pwn stress laid on 
the banks’ need to provide accommodalion for cust,omers and, in general. to foster their 
relationships with customers over some longer-run horizon and thus to preserve their 
trustworthiness. Within the broadest context, our hypothesis could k interpreted as 8 particular 
instance of ‘uncertainty avoidance’ as defined by Cyert and March (1963, p. 102), or of ‘bounded 
rationality’ [Simon (1975)] or, if one prefers, as the result of some kind of search-theoretical 
reascning. IID the more particular context af commercial bank decision making, Cagan (1969, p. 
2MI) has noted the need ‘. . . to put more emphasis on the long-run goals of sttcce%aful hmk 
managemen’?, and has stated that ‘Banks rightly concern themselves with their posiiif>n in the 
market over the long run and at all times wish to accommodate the loan demwncf of their 
regular customers‘ (1969, p. 240). Baltensperger (1980) emphasized the iml, ortant role of 
uncertainty, adjustment costs, and infotiational problems in the decision-making process of the 
banking firm. As we have stressed, the avoidance of uncertainty and related costs of portfolio 
adbustment is central to our hypothesis. 

23Wc have also done regessions using monthly data. The results were generally similar to the 
quarterly results, and are not reported here. 

“For. a det?i!~d description of this period see Schlesinger (1977) and Report of the Deutsrhe 
Bundedxuzkfor the Year 197L It should be added that the Bundesbank started its new quarttity- 
orient& policy in i975 (see Report of the Deursche Bundesbank for the Yeur 197Sb 
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second quarter of 1966 - precisely in the center of the 1960--19i2 sp.mt5 
This shift is most lik.ely attributable to the increase in foreign ex&ange 
inflows in the latter part of the 196Os, coupled with a more acti\-rst policy 
stance on the part of the Bundesbank. As a consequence of th;se 
developments, the commercial banks apparently modified their Gwn 
behavior. Therefore we provide separate estimates fs,r 1960.1-1966.11 and 
1966,I’llL1972.1V as weft as for 1973.111--1980.N. 

The results of our estimates <are reported in table 1. Each of the fits shown 
there is quite satisfactory by the usual criteria: the signs of the estimated 
coefkients are in accord with prior expectations, most of the coefficients are 
sigr&cant, and the order of explanation is high. It will be noted that the 
raptcssions do not include lag terms in the determicants of the desired free 
rex?ve ratio .J.*, viz. the interez;t rate i and the ‘own yield’ R. This is due to 
our presumption that specialin-d financial iqlstitutions like commercial banks 
adjust their portfolios rather ~apiclly in response to changes in the causal 
variables in question. However, the Durbin--Watsoe statistic for eq. (2.1 I 
indicated the presence of serially correjatsd regression residuals, so that 
equation was re-estimated using an autocorrelation procedure which enabled 
us to test for autmorrelation up to the third order.” Eq. (2.1) snowed 
evidence of first-order autocorrelation, while no autocorrelation was evident 
in the othrr equations. 

The estinates reported in t;:ble 1 are based on s:asonally unad.justed data. 
Alternatives regressions including seasonal dummy variables as well as the 
explanatory variables show*? in table 1 were run. Hcwever, tf.ese regressions 
were generally somewhat inferior in quaiity to those done without seasonal 
dummies, :md are not rcpQrted here.” 

ZFReErcncc is lo the lest preqented in Chow 1i%O). l‘irc tcsl rqcctr the null hypothesis that 
the data were generated by an unchanged structure at tbc I percent contidence level. 

2bWe used the &h-order Autoregre,ssive LeitSt %quara (RALS) program developed by Hendry 
(1972); IA brief description of the praccdure is ptven n ScMieper and McMahon (IQV, pp 241flJ 

‘glntrodudng sewonal dummy variablera aflects n.. ,I&’ of the qualitative results except lhosc 
relating to the net government deposits variable (8) In the second and third sub?eriods. none of 
the seasonal dummy variables have significant cdici~~~~ts. and uw of these dumt:lics I,-suits in 
lower :-values and smaller cstimat cl coLrRcients fo the other cxplanuiory variath >in absolute 
valuer iermr) than th citd in tabk I as well a.8 Ic wcr 8” values and (for the !hirC. wbperiod) a 
subnti:nticplly rc&ced ~u~b~n.~W~~tson St&tic ;trd insignificance ror the r: variable In the 
estimktte over the first subperiod. sll of the seasonal dur?mies have significant co,Gcier?l?, while g 
bcco~~es insignificant. A third-order autorcpressi\c szhcmc appears in the resrduals of this 
regretiion, the t-r.&% and the other estimated coeFficient.g increase somewhat ill absolute value 
(indicating, iunong other tXn@, a substantially greater ,degrec of overshooting by the 

Bundesbank in : :;ponse to foreign exchange in.,&es than is shown in table 1). and the 1:’ value 
rises slightly. 1 hese results suggest that use of the seasonal dummies may introduce 
multicollinearity into these estimates, especially with regard to the net govermllent deposits 
variable, which’ it&f has a pronounced seasonal pattern. Since WC expect R to be !;ausal with 
resp~lt tu A. II seems both lo&al u priori and rational on the basis of the results otscussed 
above to prefer the estimates which were obtained without seasonal dummies. 
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In general, then, the results provide strong empirical support for our 
hypothesis. Let us now look at some of the details. The estimates show that 
the lonpterm interest rate exerts a negative and significant effect on the free 

rve ratio during the 1960s; and indeed. the data on elasticities in table 2 
respect to i rose considerably in the 
ng which the average value of i also 
6 to 7.58 Frcent in 1966-1972). After 

1973, ~OVWWT, the interest-rate coefi&ient becomes insignificant and also is 
reduced in absoh~te value. We believe this may be a consequence of 

reduction in fm liquid reserves which occurred at the time of the 
movement to flexMe exchange rates in 1973. With foreign money market 
instruments no langfzr i ed, the mean value of A fell from 0.098 irs the 

1972 period to a during 1973-1980. With a much smaller free 
rcsetve cushion available, and with net free reserves being sometimes even 
negative, opportunity costs as expressed by i probably ceased to be of any 
real importance to the banks. 

Table 2 

Ejxsticities of the net free liquid reserve ratio with respect to 
its deuxminants, based on quarterly regression resuks 

(c8lcdatd at the means). 

196o.b 
t966.11 

Elasticity of d with respect to 
.-- 

i R Y J-X t? 
--w_ -. 

- I .795 0.033 _- 0.984 - 0.00s - 0.002 

1966.111- -3.462 0.132 --0.390 0.042 -* 
lSlf2.W 

19?3Sll- &._a 1.562 -- 4.485 0.027 -. 0.013 
I 98O.ZV 

-PI 
a&uti&y nat c8lc~lated beci~~ regression coeficient is 

inajgaifrcant. A t8bUi8tiOn of the qp2SSion variable meiins is 
din. In cases where the mean of the 

negative (as for jx and x during 1913- 
elasticity agrees with the sign of the 

The eotimatd e cicnts for the expectations variable R are always 

gly SKI with the passage of time) and are positive as 
f A with respect to this variable is very small during 

mone+_ary policy was relatively quiescent and when 
did ‘not rhange very much or very often. However, 

nt cf R increases in the later subperiods; this, along 
Goa in the average value of L mentioned earlier, 

produced a’fo&fold rise in the &sticity of A with respect to R in 1966-1972 
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as compared with 1960-1966, and a further twelvefold increase in 197%1980 
ax compare:d with 1966-1972. 

While movements in the interest rate and the degree of uncertainty about 
the future cause the desired free reserve r&io to change, changes in the 
required reserve ratio (r) and in holdings by the Bundesbank of forei 
exchange and of net government deposits relative to total commer4al bank 
deposits (fx a.nd g) will cause the actual free reserve ratio to deviate from its 
desired value. All of the subperiod coefficient estim.%tes for r are negative, 8s 
expected, and highly significant. The elasticity of the free reserve ratio with 
respect to this variable has also risen very sharply in 1973-1980 as compared 
with the two preceding subperiods. However, the coefficient estimate is rather 
stable in the latter two subperiodls, indicating that somewhat less than half of 
an impulse originating in a change in r shows up as a change in the net frLz 
reserve position of the banks. In the first subperiod, approximately the entire 
shock was buffered in this way.” 

As to the variables fx and g, it has already been explained that the 
coefficient signs will depend on whether the Bunde’sbank has been less than 
completely successful in its offsetting operations, or whether it has in fact 
overcompensated. In the period 1960-1966, there were no serious foreign 
exchange problems; the negative and significant coefficient estimate for Jx 
suggests that the Bundesbank tended to overcompensate, on the average, for 
the disturbances that did occur. During 1966-1972, the Bundesbank 
apparently was able ;>nly partially to offset the effects on bank reserves of the 
much larger changes in its foreign exchange position that took place; the 
significance of the regression coefficient implies systematic action was taken. 
According to our estimates, an increase in thee Bundesbank’s foreign 
exchange holdings of DM 1 in this period increased free liquid reserves by 
65 Pfennig; only on&third of the impact on bank reserves is offset. But in the 
most recent period, a much higher fraction - about three-fourths - is oflW.‘Q 

During 19604966 the Bundesbank responded systematically to changes in 
net government deposits, according to our results, and was able to offset 
ab:->ut one-third of the effect on reserves of changes in these deposits. The 
degree of offset apparently increased somewhat in more recent years. Our 
results indicate that the response coeCient was insignificant for the 19&S- 
1972 period, but became significant again in 1973-1980. 

28The estimate of - 1.225 for the value of rhe P’ coefficient in eq. (2.1) is not significtkntly 
different lkom - 1. 

“Note that our approach is quite different from the qffsetting capital flows concept as 
applied, e.g., by Brkner (1973), Kouri aud Pdttek ,(1974j, a&d Neumann (19781. Papers like rhtsc 
are based on structural models of the monetary sector, while free reserves, the fobus of our 
paper, are only one component of the money supp1.y frmction Direct comparison of the results 
may therefore be very misleading. With these reservations in mind, we mrtc that our results 
usually indicate some offsetting, even during 1966.111--1972,IV though duriilg that period the 
degree of offsetting achieved was rather small. 
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and impiicatiorrs for policy 

We have shown that movements in the free liquid reserve ratio of the West 
(I?erman co& al banks can be explained very satisfactorily over the 
whole wticrd 1!“60-1930 by a single behavioral hypothesis (though the 
behavioral coet%Scnts change in value in the mid-196Os, due probably to the 
ineretised impor’ance of international monetary disturbances and the more 
active policy stance adopted by the Bundesbank; and in 1973, again because 
of marked changes in the internatiotial monetary environment and in the 
foeus of Bundesbank policy). The determinants of the desired free reserve 
ratio appear to have been a measure of opportunity costs (the long-term 
bond rate), which howtzver has become considerbiy less important in recent 
years than earli:r, and a measure of uncertk~ty about the future which we 
interpret 8s a proxy for the expected ‘own yield’ on free liquid reserves. This 
latter variable has increased very considerably in importance over the sample 
period and its use is probably the main innovation in our work. 

To explain dtfferences between the desired (long-run) and actual free 
reserve ratios, we used the actual required reser-+e ratio and changes in 
Bundesbank holdings of foreign exchange and of net government deposits at 
the central bank. As expected, movements in the required reserve ratio were 
relattxl inversely to the free reserve ratio, ceteris paribus. Our results show 
that the Bundesbank has had mixed success in its &tempts to neutralize the 
effects of the other disturbances on free reserves. but in t%e most tecent 
subperiod it has been able to offset about three-fourths af the effect of 
foreign exchange disturbances and about one-half of the effect of changes in 
government deposits. 

Our findings have a further interesting implication for the conduct of 
monetary policy in the Federal Republic. It has been the Bundesbank’s 
practice to attempt to influence free reserves ancl the money supply chiefly by 
active use of the required reserve ratio; and fig. 1 shows that the pattern of 
movement in r has not been very stable. Our results suggest that, in a sense, 

y may be partially s&defeating: we found that chzages in the 
over tine of the required reserve ratio mduced ch#lnges in the 

e&e4 tree reserve position and presumably in the supl)iy of mont:y 
and credrt. Thus an activist policy ._-- t at is, 1% policy un&:r which the 
variance of the required wserve ratio changes frequently .-_ will cause 
changes in the desired free reserve ratio and in the variables which depend 
on it. 3’0 put it in the opposite way: ccteris; paribus, our findings show that 
the variance of ‘he tree reserve ratio- and presumably eventually of the 
money supply, would be reduced it the movements of rhe required reserve 
ratio were kept within a given constant range. Most specifical% for giv:n 
v&es of tlfe other vi~~iab~~~ ~~terrni~i~g the desired free reserve ratio, and 
abstracting from the eftects OY &fir +s, a particular free reserve target could in 
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principal be achieved by keeping the variance of the required reserve ratio 
within the appropriate range. 

Appendix 1: Means of regression variables (quarterly dat@ 
--- 

i R r fx g r. 
_- 

196O.L 0.06328 0.93465*10-* 0.08859 o,OO190 0.00026 0.11030 
1966x (0.0049) (0.0195) (0.0157) (0.0105) (0.0055) (0.0223) 

1966.III- 0.0758 1 0.63676.10-* 0.07372 0.00522 0.00029 0.08507 
1972.IV (0.0070) (0.0050) (0.0179) (0.0137) (0.0047) (Oo.0307) 

1973X1- 0.08%4 0.67653.10-* 0.08881 - 0.00070 -0.00018 0.00683 
198O.IV (0.0150) (O.OGSO) (0.0152) (0.009s) (0.0045) (0.0084) 
-- -- 

“The numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. 

Appendix 2~ Notation and data sources 

D -Demand deposits (Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundesbank 
(MORE: Table 7.2). 

DTSF -Total volume of non-banks” deposits (equal to the sum of II), T, S, 
F)* 

F -Foreign deposits (1960-1968 including Deutsche Bundesbank) 
(MORE: Table 1.2). 

FR ---Free liquid reserves. 
(1) Jun. 1960-Dec. I972 (net free reserves) equal to the sum of 

-excess reserves (banks’ central bank balances less the 
required minimum reserve), 

-domestic money market papers (Treasury bills and 
discountable Treasury bonds of the Federal Government, its 
special funds and the Ltinder Governments, Storage Agency 
bills, prime bankers’ acceptances, bills with Limit B 
accorded to the Export Credit Company, mobilization and 
liquidity paper to the extent that it is inclrtded in the 
Bundesbank’s money market regulating arrangements), 

- foreign money market investments, and 
- unused rediscount quotas, minus 
- lombard credits. 

[iMORE ,(Dec. 1972): Table 1.3.) 
(2) July 197%Dec. .1980. (net, f&e reserves)* equal, to the sum of 

-excess reserves, 
-domestic money market papers, and 
-unused rediscount quotas,’ minus 
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- lombard credits (including special lcmbard credifri),b minus 
- trade bills k-ought under repurchase agreements cln the open 

market.b 
(a) (Deutsche Bundesbank, unpublished). 
(b) MORE: Table Il.1 .a). 

(3) JURY ~%%-&x!. NW ;gross free reserves) equal to the sum of a 

I-i_;; exas resrves, 

- - domestic money market papers, and 
- unused rediscourlt quotas. 
(Deutsche Bundesbank, unpublished,) 

F’XBLS -Net foreign assets of tl;e but&e Bundesbank (MORE: Table 
IX.6.A). 

JFik’BB -Quarterly changes in FXRB, dFXtrl.B, = FXBB, - FX !3B,_ 1, t = 
1 VI‘ .l) 7: where t denotes the quarter; I’XBB,, F’XBB, 1 are the 
quarterly averages of monthly data of The respective qwrter e, t - 1. 

GXBB --Net central bank halantis of Germarr public authcritics (Federal 
Government, LBnder Governments, Equalization of Burdens 
Fund and ERP Special Fund) equal to: Current deposits of 
German public authorities minus cash advances to German public 
authorities by the Deutsche Bundesbank. (MORE: Table I 

AGXBB --Quarterly changes i3 GXNB, dGXBB, = GXBB, - GXRB, _ , , t = 

1 , . . ., 7: where t denotes the quarter; GXBB,, GXBB,. 1 are the 
quarterly averages of monthly data of the respective quarter t, t- 1. 

i --Yield on bonds in circulation (MORE: Table V1.t; monthly 
averages). 

f --Average reserve ratio (MORE: Table IV.2.c; montb.ly averages) (in 
March 1978 the method of computation was changed: Reserve 
requirements before subtraction of deductible vault cash balances). 

s ---Satin& deposits (MORE: Table 1.2). 

:* 
--Tiie deposits (MORE: Table 1.2). 
--I%/DTSF, where FR, D7’Slc‘ are the quarterly alerages of 

monthly data of the respective quarter. 

fi -dFXBB/DTSF, where D%SF is the quarterly average (.bf mantk31y 
data of the respective quarter (equal to the denominator NW of 
quartarty A)* 

a --=-AG ~BB/DTSF, where D’T’SF is the quarterly average of monthly 
data of t’le respective ytiarter (equal LO the dencminatol. Z.WW af 
quarterly A). 

R --var (r,) = X/N .- 1 l z;t (rt _.I x f - r; _ 1 I;., calculated on a monthly 
basis where N = J 8 (months), 
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Remarks - MOIRE: .Monthty &qxt of the Deutsche Bundesbank. Table 
,.~~nbers refer to .MORE Decembez 1979: : If not otherwise specified, 
- monthly data are always end-of-month data, 
-- quart,eriy data are always-quarterly averages of monthly data, as specified, 

of the respective quarter. 
*~ 
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